Introduction

User passwords have always been a big issue for administrators and for users. For administrators, it creates a huge workload to administer passwords. Users have a hard time memorizing their password, which creates a big security problem. For example, people making their passwords easy to remember thus their passwords making easier to crack. But as we all know - any password can be cracked. To make user authentication more secure, user should be identified not by “what he/she knows” but by “who he/she is” - a unique identifier, which cannot be easily hacked and cannot be passed to another user. Biometrics makes this technology possible.

Biometrics is the ability to automatically recognize a person using distinguishing traits such as fingerprints, face, retina or iris from the eye, voice, or hand geometry. Now since biometric technology is becoming cheaper, it is becoming heavily used in information technology. Fingerprint recognition is the most popular method of biometric recognition. It’s not very expensive and it’s very accurate. The cost of fingerprint recognition systems continues to decline. Where fingerprint recognition systems cost over $1000 several years ago, consumers can now buy a system for under $100 per seat. New and affordable biometric products are popping up in the market and fingerprint recognition provides the most reliable method of identification because no person’s prints are identical to those of another individual. Even identical twins have different fingerprints. In most cases, fingerprints remain the same throughout a person’s lifetime. The ridges on the fingertips change only as a result of surgery, disease, or an accident.

Background

Many people assume that use of fingerprints for identification is a new technology. First use of fingerprint as a identifier date back to 2nd century B.C. China, where the identity of the sender of an important document could be verified by his fingerprint impression in the wax seal. The fact that fingerprints were unique to each individual and therefore could be used to accurately identify an individual was known back in 17th century. The 19th century introduced systematic approaches to matching fingerprints to certain individuals. The Henry classification system is one systematic approach based on patterns such as loops and whorls, is still used today to organize fingerprint card files. It was developed by a British policeman during the British occupation of India in the 1800's.

Now, the traditional “inking” of one's fingerprint and pressing it against a paper card is still the standardized way of capturing an individuals fingerprint. The fingerprint scanners are proven to be the most successful biometric device. Fingerprint recognition devices/applications account for nearly 80 percent of the total worldwide biometrics market.
Australia was the first country to adopt a national computerized form of fingerprint imaging, which implemented fingerprint imaging/recognition technology into its law enforcement system back in 1986.

**How does it work?**

Fingerprint recognition device captures the unique pattern of lines on the tip of a finger. These unique patterns of lines can either be in a loop, whorl, or arch pattern.
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The loop form can be found in 65\% of all the prints, whorl in 30\% and arch only in 10\%. A loop pattern can be detected when the ridges start on one side of the finger, reach the center of the finger and then go or loop back to the same side. A whorl pattern can be identified as the concentric circles that are formed by the ridges in the center of one's finger. The remainder of these ridges shape themselves around this whorl pattern. Finally, the arch pattern is where the ridges start at one side of the finger and span themselves across the center of the finger to the other side.

There are several methods in accomplishing the process of identifying one's fingerprint. The most common method involves recording and comparing the fingerprint's minutiae points. Minutiae points are the points where print ridges come together or end. Minutiae points can be considered the 'uniqueness' of an individual's fingerprint. Minutiae points are referred to as 'points' because the fingerprint scanner assigns locations to the minutiae using X, Y and directional variables.
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Here is the list of characteristics of minutiae points:
1. **Bifurcation** - the point at which a ridge splits into multiple ridges, called branches.
2. **Divergence** - this is the point where parallel ridges either spread apart or come together.
3. **Enclosure** - occurs when a ridge splits into two branches and then comes together again shortly thereafter.
4. **Ending** - occurs when a ridge terminates.
5. **Valley** - spaces or gaps that are on either side of a ridge.

Usually, fingerprint that has been scanned by a fingerprint identification system, there are generally between 30 and 40 minutiae. FBI has found that no two individuals can have more than eight common minutiae points.

Other methods of identifying a person's fingerprint include counting the number of ridges between points, processing the fingerprint image and recording the print's sound waves. Fingerprint recognition technology is based on two electronic capturing methods: optical and capacitive. Optical fingerprint technologies require the user to place his or her finger on a glass substrate at which point an internal light source from the fingerprint device is projected onto the fingerprint. The image is then captured by a charge-coupled device. Optical methods have been used extensively and have been in existence for the past decade. They are proven but are on the expensive side and are not always reliable due to environmental conditions. A build up of dirt, grime, and oil from one's finger can leave a "ghost" image which is referred to as a "latent image". As a result, their employment has been confined to specific criminal justice and military installations.

On the other hand, capacitive imaging looks to make fingerprint recognition available to the masses by making fingerprint imaging devices (hardware) more compact in size, less expensive, and more reliable. Capacitive systems analyze one's fingerprint by detecting the electrical field around the fingerprint using a sensor chip and an array of circuits. When a person's fingerprint is initially captured, a template is constructed and stored in a data storage system or database. This template is then used to compare against a person's fingerprint for each subsequent time he or she scans their finger. The fingerprint requires one of the largest data templates in the biometric field. The finger data template can range anywhere from several hundred bytes to over 1,000 bytes depending upon the level of security that is required and the method that is used to scan one's fingerprint. The identifying power of fingerprint recognition systems seems to show that they tend to reject over three percent of authorized users while maintaining false accept rates of less than one in a million.

**Real-Life example**

Digital Persona is a company that is forging ahead with the need for user recognition equipment. Their product, U.are.U, is making this technology easy to understand and use.

U.are.U is the product developed by Digital Persona. This product allows a user to login to the domain or locally using your fingerprint instead of the password. There are three different packages available: U.are.U Deluxe is the simplest package designed for home and small office users, U.are.U Pro for corporate usage and U.are.U online for the Internet usage. All packages includes software and hardware device. The fingerprint
recognition device is plug-and-play, connected to the USB port and does not require a power supply.

The Deluxe package provides you with the software that is installed locally on their workstation and recognition device that connects to the USB port. After installation the user can scan their fingers and can use fingerprints instead of the password. The first person to login after the installation becomes the administrator. The program automatically determines the optimal moment for capturing. Each finger is scanned four times for accuracy.
While scanning, sensors extract fingerprints in more than 70 points and store this mathematical template in a numeric 256-byte file. It’s nearly impossible to recreate the fingerprint from this file, insuring that the user’s identity cannot be cloned. During the login process the fingerprint compared to the template stored in the file. To prevent playback attacks, U.are.U establishes a challenge-response link with the PC prior to sending a fingerprint. If for some reason the user cannot login using their fingerprint, the username and password can be used to gain access but this feature can be disabled. Administrators can add another layer of security by requiring user to use two or more fingers for authentication.

The product includes some additional features: One Touch Password, One Touch Screensaver, U.are.U Software Development Kit and Private Space. One Touch Password enables users to replace their password, user name, and other identification associated with an Internet site or computer applications. U.are.U Software Development Kit allows programmers to protect any software with fingerprint security. One Touch Screensaver enables users to unlock their screensaver with their fingerprints. Private Space Dedicates a portion of the local or network drive as secure space for sensitive applications and confidential data, which are automatically encrypted and accessed with a fingerprint. When enabled, user can specify the amount of space and location of the Private Space. All data in space is encrypted and cannot be viewed by an unauthorized user. To gain access to the files in the Private Space the user has to authenticate using their fingerprint.

U.are.U Pro comes in two parts Server and Workstation. Server includes additional capabilities: user roaming, secure server-based administration, backup domain controller support and enhances user administration. User roaming allows user to login from any workstation on the domain by providing centralized storage of user personal credentials. Secure server-based administration maintains strict adherence to the Windows NT Security Architecture for networked environments that include less secure Microsoft Windows 95/98 systems. And, the backup domain controller support allows U.are.U data replication to the BDC, if the PDC is unavailable.
U.are.U Pro Workstation includes all features of the Deluxe package in addition to the One Touch Internet and Administration Tools. One Touch Internet allows the user with single sign-on capabilities to business applications and forms. It recognizes and securely fills in all fields (such as password, username, credit card #, etc.) of any Web or Windows-based form with the touch of your finger. Administration Tools provides the ability for remote installation and configuration.

U.are.U Online allows you to use the product for the web applications and web page authentication. Fingerprint templates are stored in ‘3rd-party deposit box’, and it works as the e-signature solution. U.are.U Online Service Integration Pack allows developers to easily and securely enable their service with U.are.U Online.

Conclusion

Biometric technology adds another layer of security, by insuring secure identification and authentication. The main advantage of this technology is that fingerprint unlike password is almost impossible to hack or to pass to another person. Use of solutions such as U.are.U eliminates a lot of administrative and users work. For example, resetting user passwords, making password scans to eliminate unsecured passwords and users do not have to memorize them. This solution also has its disadvantages. It requires software installation on the client, slows down the login process, and it costs extra money.

The future of biometric technologies is promising. Biometric devices and applications continue to grow worldwide. Biometric technologies will soon be the common way to gain access into your personal computer system. There are several other factors that will push the growth of biometric technologies. A major inhibitor of the growth of biometrics has been the cost to implement them. That is beginning to change as computer hardware and software as well as manufacturing prices fall in price. One can now go and purchase a fingerprint recognition system for under $100. Also, increased accuracy rates are and will play a big part in the acceptance of biometric technologies. The development and research into biometric error testing, false reject (false non-match)
and false accept (false match), has been of keen interest to biometric developers. How well do biometrics keep the "bad guys" out and let the "good guys" in will always be a question that is asked when customers look to implement a biometric technology. Both false match and false non-match error rates continue to improve and it is the balance between the two that will be critical when implementing a biometric technology.

Finally, new applications and new markets are expanding the deployment of biometric technology. Biometric applications that were once reserved for just military and other government applications are now finding their way into our daily lives. Biometric applications are surfacing in child day-care centers, health clubs, universities, and ATM's. The explosion of the Internet and Intranet's are also fueling the presence of biometrics. As e-commerce continues to develop as a mode of communication, many corporations and individuals are becoming concerned with security issues.
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